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11th April - 18th May 2014 
 

OSR Projects in partnership with Salisbury Arts Centre

Introduction  
By Fiona Cassidy

The Palaces and Cabins exhibition was a collaborative project for Salisbury Arts Centre in partnership with OSR 
Projects. Simon Lee Dicker, artist and director of OSR Projects, convened a group of eight exhibition makers who 
created new work as a result of their research and discussions together. The group were Sam Aldridge, Tom Bayliss, 
Megan Calver, Simon Lee Dicker, Tim Martin, Fiona Cassidy and Leela Clarke and Cara Lockley of Hand in Glove.

The beginnings of the idea for this exhibition came to Simon on a research trip to Kiev when Ukrainian architect 
Sasha Burlaka took him and Tim on a tour of the city. Sasha’s interest in the way that formerly majestic buildings 
can become neglected and overlooked struck a chord with Simon and Tim. His phrase ‘Palaces and Cabins’ became a 
prompt for the artists to begin investigating personal relationships to architecture.

In developing Palaces and Cabins for Salisbury Arts Centre, the extended OSR Projects creative team became intrigued 
by the dominance of the cathedral within Salisbury and wanted to unearth other interesting buildings in the city. As 
a group of visual art producers new to Salisbury, they chose to present their outsiders view of the city in a subtle way 
that encouraged visitors to look again.
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The Process 
Words by Leela Clarke and Cara Lockley (Hand in Glove)

Palaces and Cabins was shaped by all of the individuals involved and 
happened on our collective terms. After a proposition from Simon to 
undertake an intensive period of research and sharing of ideas which 
would lead to the production of new work, we all first met on a chilly 
Salisbury day. Everyone knew someone, but apart from Simon, no one 
knew everyone. After a series of ice-breaker activities which saw us all 
holding hands and looking into to each other’s eyes, it was safe to say 
that the ice was well and truly broken. 

Mutual respect in the group quickly developed. Initial excitement about 
the project was continued through the floating of ideas in a Facebook 
group. Everyone politely endorsed other people’s ideas (many ‘likes’ 
were utilised), while making similarly polite suggestions of their own. 
Several Facebook likes later and we had a growing pot involving games, 
chairs, ceramics, teddy bears and more. The question of how to make an 
exhibition from this mélange was now needed.

Ideas for artworks were discussed and developed further through a few 
more meetings involving lots of coffee (some good and some bad), as well 
as continued online exchange. Some work was made and some work was 
not. We talked about space and colours and processes. We set (but didn’t 
always meet) dates to do things. We built tiny palaces and cabins from 
clay, painted the gallery and reclaimed a clock and the Art Centre’s cafe. 

One of us whittled away in a studio making perfectly formed game pieces, 
another sought insider views on what palaces and cabins Salisbury 
had to offer and one or two played with smoke. The resulting exhibition 
came about quite naturally, expanding beyond the gallery into the 
realm of Minecraft, performance and event and represented a space of 
collaboration between those involved and an invitation for others to join.
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What is your palace, your cabin? 
Words by Sam Aldridge

Your Palace, Your Cabin invited the public to contribute ideas, whether 
real or imagined, of their own palace or cabin, so that they could be 
recreated as miniature ceramic models. This proposition reflected on the 
sentimental ornaments of quaint British buildings produced by Lilliput 
Lane since the early 1980’s. 

Contributions came from throughout the UK and abroad and included a 
small corrugated shack hidden away in London; a mud mosque in North 
Africa; a tent; a Salvation Army HQ; a derelict barn in Wales and an 
imagined castle for cats. 

With the assistance of Mirka Golden-Hann, Salisbury Arts Centre’s 
resident ceramicist, the Palaces and Cabins creative team collaborated 
with each other to produce thirty models of the images submitted. It 
was a quick process with the intention of being playful with the material 
through the collaboration, as opposed to making exact scale models. 
Continuing this instinctual approach, they were fired but not glazed, 
leaving them free to be re-interpreted. 

Placed pervasively around the Arts Centre during the exhibition, the 
models integrated themselves within the unusual architecture of the 
former church. Some were in plain view in the gallery while others 
were tucked away, allowing visitors to explore and interact with these 
overlooked spaces.
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Palaces & Cabins: The Board Game 
Words by Tom Bayliss

Edward Rutherfurd’s novel Sarum is a cherry-picked historical fiction 
which creates a hyper-real Salisbury. It was created as entertainment, 
but the use of superficially accurate ‘information’ means that his 
simulation of ‘Old Sarum’, the site of the earliest settlement of Salisbury, 
both simultaneously exists and does not. 

Board games have a long tradition of a thin veneer of fact layered over an 
addictive game mechanic. Often a games designer will select a topic or 
theme then create an arena, together with rules of how to exist, behave 
and navigate within its topography. The end is defined by a winning 
scenario that all participants aim for, however it’s the open-ended sense 
of how to get there which makes it rewarding and as such a ‘game’.

Palaces & Cabins: The Board Game uses this idea of corrupting fact 
to weave a conceptual game mechanic around themes gleaned from 
Salisbury’s history. 

The goal of the game is to win, but also the mutual creation of a 
theoretical environment. The constructed map will ultimately not reflect 
the ‘reality’ of Salisbury, but an alternative specific only to that individual 
game made from ‘real’ Salisbury components; a hyper-real construct.

A later addition to the game was the card system of point scoring. 
Players aim to construct buildings that are abstracted from the Salisbury 
topography. Each card has individual construction criteria but the 
design is left up to the players. Some have special rules that inflict 
social commentary on the game, for example a supermarket ruins the 
economy (boo hiss), where as an arts festival regenerates the space 
(hooray!). Once players have completed the three eras of the game they 
are presented with a three dimensional rendition of their play area. They 
have become the mechanism for social and urban development within their 
own microcosm.
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Stand  
An interruption on the streets of Salisbury, Sunday 27 April 2014  

Words by Megan Calver  

The preparation  
The plan to gather up some of the ideas in the exhibition and take them 
outside for an airing necessitates some footwork in the city. Buildings 
pinpointed by the creative team need to be found on the ground in order 
to provide relevant locations for the impending interruption. At the 
Information Centre a street map is secured, but not before circles are 
drawn around the cathedral and other noteworthy buildings that it’s 
mistakenly assumed are the endpoint of the quest. 

The prequel  
A woman sits at a table inside Salisbury Arts Centre industriously 
circling buildings on a pile of new maps. If you look closely you will see 
that these particular buildings include a chip shop, a church, a hostel 
for the homeless and a multi- storey car park. The pile of maps is left on 
the floor of the gallery. A chalk circle is drawn around it, crudely making 
a claim for artwork that will not move out of the way. 

The performance  
Later, the same woman appears on the streets. She stops and situates 
herself with her back towards each pinpointed building for some time 
before moving on to the next. Her stillness and the pale upturned 
palms of her hands against her dark coat help her stand out. Is she 
holding something? Cars slow down to get a glimpse of the little clay 
building – a shelter – that she has brought with her from the exhibition. 
Passers-by must move around her on the narrow pavements. Many 
hurry on, but a ready smile encourages conversation. The woman arrives 
outside a Methodist church now in full song. An elderly member of the 
congregation emerges and skirts behind the woman to stand a few safe 
paces apart. Minutes pass. A splashing car breaks the ice and soon both 
women are chatting about the clay model and the significance of different 
buildings to people’s lives. It’s not all about the cathedral: the elderly 
woman has been coming to this church for 60 years. Will she remember 
the little clay shelter when she arrives for church next week?
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Yesterday, for a moment, the Sun broke through 
the clouds  

Words by Simon Lee Dicker

The title describes both the conditions in which the work becomes visible 
and a reference to a moment of clarity, when thoughts become clear, and 
imagination transcends the physical world. 

Playfully exploring the traditions and architecture of this former church 
building, a hidden smoke machine is operated by front of house staff 
when the sun shines; igniting a cloud of fog that is coloured by light 
passing through the stained glass windows. 

This architectural installation is bound by contradictions. From creating 
fog in a search for clarity and turning the smoke alarms off to produce 
an effect as if the building is on fire, to the presentation of an event that 
is part of the visual art programme that visitors would not have seen if 
the sun didn’t shine.

Light spilling into the corridor exhibition space is not something new to 
those familiar with Salisbury Arts Centre, it becomes part of whatever is 
displayed on the walls, the beautiful, but somewhat unwelcome guest. 
This wouldn’t happen in a white cube exhibition space where blinds 
would be drawn and light levels would be controlled, but in the context of 
an Art Centre that presents visitors with multi- functional spaces where 
visual and performing arts, box office, corridor and café overlap, the 
space becomes more permeable, less controlled.

By using the building as both the container and co-author of the work 
there is an attempt to capture the light in the void, drawing visitors 
eyes up into the overlooked nooks and crannies of the building. An 
unscheduled event that disappears as quickly as it appears. 
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Cabins & Palaces 
Words by Tim Martin

The print Cabins & Palaces relates to both the human and physical 
geography of Salisbury’s medieval centre. Studying Ordnance Survey and 
Google Earth mapping led to the identification and layout of a series of 
buildings that were, according to these maps, public in nature, such as a 
church, library, hospital, art centre or council office. 

Conversations with Salisbury Arts Centre staff and walks around the 
city unearthed another layer of more hidden public ‘buildings’ that 
weren’t necessarily found on the maps you would pick up in the tourist 
information centre. 

These buildings and spaces related to community activity. They 
were spaces that were essential to people such as homeless shelters, 
community centres, community radio stations, a car park where young 
people congregated to skateboard, a church hall and a local fish and  
chip shop. 

Bringing these human and physical elements together allowed us to 
see a new overlapping ‘Palaces and Cabins’ map. It was this map that 
became the inspiration for the imagery on the print and gallery walls. 
Laid out with the Arts Centre as a compass, this new map became a 
backdrop and a way of contextualising the themes and other works in 
the exhibition.
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Palaces and Cabins Exhibition Review 
Words by Lisa Wigham, who journeyed to the exhibition in April 2014

Public involvement, conversation and the sharing of  
ideas are part of the natural vocabulary of OSR Projects. 
The work they do from the OSR Project Space in West 
Coker and further afield, crossing cultures, is  
a conversation starter; it engages people through  
processes of thinking and making, as well as seeking  
out unexpected ways to have impact.

The origins of Palaces and Cabins is an illustration of 
this, as the evocative title was born out of a discussion 
between Simon Lee Dicker (artist/co-founder of OSR 
Projects, UK), Tim Martin (artist/curator, UK) and Sasha 
Burlaka (architect, Ukraine) about ‘people’s palaces’ in 
Kiev and the changing function of buildings as dictated 
by the social and political upheavals that sometimes 
occur before our very eyes. This lead into a discussion  
of ‘the architecture that stands between us and brings  
us together’, and in the case of this response at Salisbury 
Arts Centre is amplified by its setting in the former 
church building that is its base. The exhibition also 
extends to interventions on the streets of Salisbury as 
part of their programme of work.

The creative team exploring the intersection of public/
private space in this exhibition includes artists: Sam 
Aldridge, Tom Bayliss, Megan Calver, Simon Lee Dicker 
and Tim Martin; Salisbury Arts Centre Exhibitions 
Manager Fiona Cassidy and curators: Leela Clarke & 
Cara Lockley of Hand in Glove.

The work includes small interpretations of palaces and 
cabins, made in clay in the Arts Centre’s ceramics studio, 
which intermittently occupy corners or small shelves 
around the Arts Centre space. This is a multi- functional 
building so there is always a challenge for artists to adapt 
to the working life of the space.

Within the more formal gallery areas of the Arts Centre, 
critical concepts arise in neatly made packages, such 
as board-games produced ‘for town planning’, cultural 
decision-making, and ‘failed codification’.

The traditions and architecture of the building are 
explored playfully by the presence of a smoke machine, 
operated at intervals by the front desk staff. When 
sunlight shines through the coloured stained glass 
windows, the smoke is ignited by a rainbow of colour. 
It is an effective use of the uniqueness of the space; it 
also sets up a dialogue between the staff and visiting 
exhibitors, offering a sense of participation and ownership.

The exhibition invites the creative team who author it, 
as well as members of the public, to consider palaces 
and cabins as they exist in their memory, imagination 
and everyday life in a range of formats. As well as asking 
for submissions of people’s personal palaces and cabins 
as drawings or photos, which have been made into clay 
models and placed around the building by the artists, 
visitors can craft their own palace or cabin in the creative 
world of ‘Minecraft’ at a desk set up next to the Arts 
Centre’s bar.

Another option is to contribute to the ‘alternative menus’ – 
an effective intervention in the Arts Centre’s cafeteria. This 
provides an opportunity to sit and read with the comfort of 
a chair and table, which are sometimes under estimated 
as a point of contact for collaboration between artists and 
host venues. One of OSR Projects’ previous restaurant-
based projects was the sharing of art work as food as part 
of the Under a New Sun exhibition in 2011: a collaboration 
between two disparate communities – diners at The Lanes 
contemporary hotel and restaurant and Tinkers Bubble, an 
ecologically focused commune and farm.
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The Palaces and Cabins Menu presents a range of 
responses from people around the world; from people 
close to home with cabins as building projects they have 
constructed themselves, to ancient sites of curiosity. They 
invite us to view a range of portals of existence elsewhere 
that are all places of shelter. The Menu is also a vehicle 
for discussing wider social concerns such as the debate 
on affordable housing in London and the secret city 
bunker for a person made homeless.

In addition, this project perhaps draws upon and inspires 
in us another universal theme – the dream of a place to 
escape to.

Based in Blackpool (UK), Lisa Wigham is an artist 
and founder of The Two am Press. She uses digital or 
traditional print making, such as etching, for the expression 
of contemporary ideas and explores landscape as an 
autobiographical equivalence or a mirror for thought  
and desire.

The Two am Press was founded to make and disseminate 
artists multiples, taking the form of books or editions  
of prints.
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Palaces and Cabins Creative Team

Sam Aldridge is an artist and curator whose practice 
uses familiar objects to reinterpret and bring humour 
to ordinary environments. Since 2008 he has curated 
Open Empty Spaces (www.openemptyspaces.co.uk), 
commissioning temporary artworks in the public realm. 
He is a member of BRG (www.b-r-g.org) an art collective 
interested in the practical investigation of collaboration 
and in 2010 founded Fox Studio, an open-plan artist 
studio facility in Cardiff.

Tom Bayliss Our culture is riddled with creative 
activities often deemed the realm of only the socially 
awkward and alienated. Regardless of whether they are 
scale model-making, role-play, computing, board gaming, 
science fiction or obsessive collecting, they all hold a 
sense of detail, patience, practice and craftsmanship.  
We build them for no purpose other than that of our  
own personal amusement. 
Tom Bayliss’ artwork asks the viewer to re-evaluate these 
activities by altering their context, conceptualising them 
and relocating them to a gallery situation.

Megan Calver is an artist who makes and uses objects 
and interruptions. Recent work includes Oasis-in-a-
bucket, an unexpected celebration of independent shops 
for TIVVYfest 2013, and Loiter like a leaf commissioned 
by Somerset Art Works for Abundance Garden Trail in 
partnership with National Garden Scheme.  

Fiona Cassidy manages the visual art exhibitions 
at Salisbury Arts Centre, Pound Arts, Corsham and 
Trowbridge Arts. She loves to create connections between 
people, places and things.

Leela Clarke is a Bristol-based visual arts producer, 
writer and Co-Director of Hand in Glove, a nomadic 
group of artists and curators who collectively produce 
projects. She is interested in exploring different forms of 
exhibition, the notion of event and collaborative forms  
of production. 

Simon Lee Dicker is an artist/curator and director of 
OSR Projects. More a maker of change than a maker of 
things, he is interested in art as active agent of ideological 
and social change. OSR Projects was established in 2011 
to produce artist-led exhibitions and events that place 
people at the centre of artistic activity.

Cara Lockley is a Bristol-based visual arts producer 
and Co-Director of Hand in Glove, a nomadic group of 
artists and curators who collectively produce projects. 
She specialises in the production, and manipulation of 
situations for the commissioning and presentation  
of visual art.

Tim Martin is a Devon-based artist/curator and director 
of Art Kits. Collaboration is at the centre of his practice 
whether working with artists or audiences. Recent 
work includes ‘Combat Art: Personal Reflections of 
Afghanistan’; Slice of the Blackdowns, a Skills Unearthed 
commission; and ‘Leaping the Fence’, the opening 
exhibition at Hestercombe Gallery, featuring work by  
16 influential British artists.

Thanks to everyone that submitted their Palaces & Cabins

Lucy, Tom, Kate, Jo & Alex Bickerton 
Sasha Burlaka
Samuel Capps
Stephen Clarke
Andrew Cooper
Jo Dahn
Linda Davies
Nick Davies
Ruben & Levi Dicker 
Kathryn Campbell-Dodd 
Mich Downing
Tony Fathers
Gordon Field
Bob Gelsthorpe
Alistair Grant
Helen Grant
Chantelle Henocq

Gabrielle Hoad
Paul Jerram 
Peta Lloyd
Necole Schmitz
Jan Williams
Fiona Winning

OSR Projects artist-led projects that 
place people at the centre of artistic 
activity. osrprojects.net 

Salisbury Arts Centre is a 
meeting place for artforms, artists 
and audiences with a mission 
is to make imaginations fly. 
salisburyartscentre.co.uk
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